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T he recipes featured in my book, 
T he Food of Northern T hailand,

were sourced from cooks, chefs, 
homemakers, academics, moms, dads, 
and community leaders in northern 
Thailand. I’m especially grateful to 
the vendors and restaurateurs; the 
recipes are the most precious resource 
these people have, and the fact that 

they were willing to share them with 
me was a huge honor. These are also 
the very same dishes that visitors to 
northern Thailand can seek out and 
taste, and the following is a list of the 
restaurants and dishes featured in The 
Food of Northern Thailand. 
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Chiang Mai
Khao Soi Jay Me/ข้าวซอยเจ๊เม 

Soi 13, Thanon Charoen Prathet, Chiang Mai-Maps
+6685 188 8114     8 a.m.–3 p.m. Tue–Sun

This shophouse restaurant is where I learned how to make “ancient” khao soi, allegedly a precursor to 
the coconut milk–based curry noodle dish that’s emerged as the most famous dish in northern Thailand. 
It isn’t part of the restaurant’s daily menu, but Jay Me’s mild Muslim-Chinese—style khao soi and other 
Chinese-influenced dishes are excellent.

Khao-Soi Prince/ข้าวซอยปรินส ์

79 Moo 9, Ban Thung Min Noi, Chiang Mai-Maps
+6689 435 3991    10 a,m.–6 p.m. Sat–Thu

My recipe for khao soi, a dish of wheat noodles in a curry broth, is an amalgam of the bowls served at 
several restaurants in Chiang Mai. But had they been willing to share it, I would simply have gone with 
the version served at Khao-Soi Prince—in my opinion the best bowl of khao soi in the country. The broth 
is mild, meaty, and rich with a subtle background of dried spice, and a bowl features the really excellent 
wheat-and-egg noodles that are still made in-house.

Laap Khom Ton Kham/ลาบขมต้นขาม 

181/1 San Sai Noi, Chiang Mai-Maps
+6653 492 185    +6689 755 5531    7 a.m.–8 p.m.

This restaurant specializes in laap, a dish of minced meat, and other meat-heavy dishes, but they also 
dip into the broader northern Thai repertoire, including a deliciously tart and savory naam phrik awng, a 
dip of tomatoes and ground pork—the basis for the recipe in my book.

https://www.facebook.com/pages/ร้านข้าวซอยเจ๊เม/520997934587458
https://goo.gl/maps/qzVNAdDc1872
https://www.facebook.com/ร้านข้าวซอยปรินส์-แม่โจ้-1089727264397980/?__xts__[0]=33.%7B%22logging_data%22%3A%7B%22page_id%22%3A1089727264397980%2C%22event_type%22%3A%22clicked_all_page_reviews%22%2C%22impression_info%22%3A%22eyJmIjp7InBhZ2VfaWQiOiIxMDg5NzI3MjY0Mzk3OTgwIiwiaXRlbV9jb3VudCI6IjAifX0%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22www_pages_home%22%2C%22interacted_story_type%22%3A%221076727669006899%22%2C%22session_id%22%3A%2245c0f2fee148d7812f75d253b6e08726%22%7D%7D
https://goo.gl/maps/o6xG3zmnkXU2
https://goo.gl/maps/cCS1m398djt
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Khao Soi Jay Me/ข้าวซอยเจ๊เม

Laap Khom Ton Kham/ลาบขมต้นขาม

Khao-Soi Prince/ข้าวซอยปรินส

Laap Kao Cham Chaa/ลาบเก๊าฉำาฉา

https://www.facebook.com/pages/ร้านข้าวซอยเจ๊เม/520997934587458
https://goo.gl/maps/cCS1m398djt
https://www.facebook.com/ร้านข้าวซอยปรินส์-แม่โจ้-1089727264397980/?__xts__[0]=33.%7B%22logging_data%22%3A%7B%22page_id%22%3A1089727264397980%2C%22event_type%22%3A%22clicked_all_page_reviews%22%2C%22impression_info%22%3A%22eyJmIjp7InBhZ2VfaWQiOiIxMDg5NzI3MjY0Mzk3OTgwIiwiaXRlbV9jb3VudCI6IjAifX0%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22www_pages_home%22%2C%22interacted_story_type%22%3A%221076727669006899%22%2C%22session_id%22%3A%2245c0f2fee148d7812f75d253b6e08726%22%7D%7D
https://www.facebook.com/pages/เก๊าฉำฉา-ร้านลาบหลังปรินซ์/517563804927814
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Laap Kao Cham Chaa/ลาบเก๊าฉำาฉา 

Thanon Ratanakosin, Chiang Mai-Maps
10 a.m.–midnight

This raucous open-air place is a safe bet for just about anything northern Thai (Anthony Bourdain and 
Andy Ricker enjoyed a meal here while taping the northern Thailand episode of Parts Unknown) It’s also 
the source of my recipe for tam som oh, a pounded salad of pomelo (a grapefruit-like citrus) and crab 
paste (a uniquely northern Thai condiment), although you’ll want to ask them to go light on the sugar.

Old Chiangmai 
185/3 Thanon Thipanet, Chiang Mai-Maps
+6653 202 993    7–10 p.m.

At this longstanding venue, you’ll have the classic Chiang Mai tourist experience—deliciously 
inauthentic food coupled with tradional dance, the northern Thai equivalent of dinner thater.

Aroon (Rai)/ร้านอรุณไร 

45 Thanon Kotchasarn, Chiang Mai-Maps
+6653 276 947    Noon–9:30 p.m.

Although this restaurant has been around for decades and is probably the first place I tried northern 
Thai food back in 1998, most of its dishes are, admittedly, pretty mediocre. The exception is naem khua 
kap khai, a northern Thai-Chinese fusion of fermented pork flash-fried with egg, tomatoes, onion, and 
pickled garlic. It’s tart, smoky, meaty, and delicious—one the best versions in Chiang Mai, and the basis 
for the recipe in my book.

Midnight Fried Chicken/ไก่ทอดเที่ยงคืน 

Thanon Kamphaeng Din, Chiang Mai-Maps
10 p.m.–5 a.m.    Mon–Sat

One of Chiang Mai’s most legendary restaurants is this temple to deep-frying. Choose your protein—
chicken, pork belly, sun-dried beef, among others—and it will be coupled with a pile of steaming sticky 
rice, a plate of crunchy pickled mustard greens, and a northern Thai–style dip.

https://www.facebook.com/pages/เก๊าฉำฉา-ร้านลาบหลังปรินซ์/517563804927814
https://goo.gl/maps/b9aSpCxnnkC2
https://oldchiangmai.com/
https://goo.gl/maps/bQYgHXokzFx
https://goo.gl/maps/DwRVDipqLCK2
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Midnight-Sticky-Rice/386577974724004
https://goo.gl/maps/RVaoYQJJa7M2
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Pannika/พรรณิกา 

Route 1089, Mae Sao-Maps
+6653 899 084    9 a.m.–9 p.m.

Pannika, the epitome of the rural northern Thai grill, is where I learned how to make dishes such as 
sai ua (a grilled herbaceous pork sausage) and aep awng aw (pork brains and herbs grilled in 
banana leaf packages).

Chiang Rai
Sue Hai/ซือไห ่

288 Route 1130, Doi Mae Salong-Maps
+6689 429 4212    9 a.m.–10 p.m.

Located in the mountaintop hamlet of Doi Mae Salong, this place specializes in Chinese dishes ranging 
from the simple (a stir-fry of air-dried pork and fresh chilies) to the complicated (slices of pork belly 
steamed for hours on a pile of oolong tea and pickled greens), both of which made their way into my 
book.

Lung Eed/ลาบไก่ลุงอี๊ด 

Thanon Watpranon, Chiang Rai-Maps
+6698 735 9412    11:30 a.m.–9 p.m.

From its tender, tofu-like texture to its unique spice mixture, Lung Eed’s laap kai, a dish of minced 
chicken, is unique and delicious. But it’s the dish’s crispy, savory garnish, a tangle of deep-fried 
shallots, garlic, and chicken tendons, that takes it beyond exceptional.

Pa Orn/ป้าอ่อนข้าวซอยสิบสองปันนา 

Soi 6, Thanon Sai Klang, Chiang Khong-Maps
+6681 034 1889    8 a.m.–4 p.m.

The signature dish here, khao soi naam naa, is really only available in the border town of Chiang Khong. 
But with its pleasantly oily, savory, rich topping, salty broth, and unique sides, it’s well worth the 
drive—or to cook at home.

https://www.facebook.com/PhannikaNorthernFood/?rf=499729120200789
https://goo.gl/maps/icEYu39pjHE2
https://goo.gl/maps/s2TVtPMgQyw
https://www.facebook.com/pages/ร้านลาบไก่-ลาบปลาลุงอี๊ด-ห้าแยกพ่อขุน/175185739210594
https://goo.gl/maps/dcxP6LvDdt52
https://www.facebook.com/pages/ร้านป้าอ่อน-ข้าวซอยสิบสองปันนา/215356185141658
https://goo.gl/maps/niHyZPcd7JT2
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Old Chiangmai

Midnight Fried Chicken/ไก่ทอดเที่ยงคืน

Aroon (Rai)/ร้านอรุณไร

Pannika/พรรณิกา

https://oldchiangmai.com/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Midnight-Sticky-Rice/386577974724004
https://goo.gl/maps/DwRVDipqLCK2
https://www.facebook.com/PhannikaNorthernFood/?rf=499729120200789
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Sue Hai/ซือไห่

Pa Orn/ป้าอ่อนข้าวซอยสิบสองปันนา

Lung Eed/ลาบไก่ลุงอี๊ด

Mae Hae/แม่แห

https://goo.gl/maps/s2TVtPMgQyw
https://www.facebook.com/pages/ร้านป้าอ่อน-ข้าวซอยสิบสองปันนา/215356185141658
https://www.facebook.com/pages/ร้านลาบไก่-ลาบปลาลุงอี๊ด-ห้าแยกพ่อขุน/175185739210594
https://www.facebook.com/maehaefood
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Lampang
Mae Hae/แม่แห 

1017 Thanon Upparaj, Lampang-Maps
+6654 221 904    10 a.m.–7:30 p.m.

Mae Hae is Lampang’s oldest restaurant and serves virtually the entire northern Thai repertoire, from 
soups to salads. But a highlight is the jaw phak kaat, a soup of pork ribs, yu choy, and tomatoes with a 
laser-precise balance of sweet, salty, and tart flavors.

Paew/ส้มตำา แป๋วบ้านดง 

147/2 Soi Wat Ban Dong, Lampang-Maps
+6681 366 0916    10 a.m.–2 p.m.    Tue–Sun

Locals come here for pounded salads, including tam mamuang, a dish of strips of tart mango pounded 
with a mortar and pestle along with a spice paste that also includes smoky dried fish—a dish featured in 
my book.

Yay Fong/ผัดไทยยายฟอง 

229 Thanon Boonyawat, Lampang-Maps
+6689 266 9123    4:30–9 p.m.

Think you know phat thai? Think again. The version served at this stall in landlocked Lampang substi-
tutes pork for shrimp, and honestly, might be better than the original.

Pa Bunsri/ขนมจีนป้าบุญศร ี

Thanon Talad Gao, Lampang-Maps
+6654 322 162    9 a.m.–3:30 p.m.

This decades-old restaurant specializes in naam ngiaw, a hearty, meaty, smoky, tart broth of pork ribs, 
fermented soybeans, and tomatoes served over noodles.

https://www.facebook.com/maehaefood
https://goo.gl/maps/2JtxiNwS4yu
https://www.facebook.com/เจ๊แป๋ว-บ้านดง-ชวนชิม-ส้มตำน้ำเงี้ยวข้าวกั้นจิ้น-844563038986016/
https://goo.gl/maps/uVPGVhU9iL42
https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/Thai-Restaurant/ร้านผัดไทยยายฟอง-ลำปาง-228344353864135/
https://goo.gl/maps/jfasi3xUh8U2
https://www.facebook.com/pages/ขนมจีนป้าบุญศรี/137623532973279
https://goo.gl/maps/KgSx6nVdCEH2
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Khun Manee/ข้าวแต๋นคุณมณ ี

35 Th Ratsada, Lamapang-Maps
+6654 312 272    7 a.m.–7 p.m.

Come to this homebound factory for khao taen, deep-fried rice cakes seasoned with watermelon juice 
and drizzled with palm sugar—one of the tastiest sweets in Thailand..

Paa Jaang/ร้านข้าวเส้นยายจ่าง  ี
Off Route 108, Mae Hong Son-Maps
4–7 p.m.

Every afternoon, locals flock to this old wooden house for bowls of khao sen, a tart thin broth of toma-
toes and pork served over thin, round rice noodles. 

Paa Khon/ข้าวเส้นป้าคนธ ์

16/1 Thanon Khunlum Praphat 1, Mae Hong Son-Maps
+6681 602 3286    7 a.m.–3 p.m.

This roadside stall has earned a glowing reputation for its khaang pawng—crispy, golden, herbaceous 
fritters of green papaya, shallots, or banana blossom.

Paa Nii/ป้าณ ี

9 Pradit Chong Kham, Mae Hong Son-Maps
9 a.m.–4 p.m.

The couple behind this homebound stall have been making Shan-style sweets for decades. Not only 
won’t you find these dishes elsewhere in Thailand but they’re among the most delicious desserts in 
the country.

Mae Hong Son

https://www.facebook.com/KhaotanKhunmanee/
https://goo.gl/maps/qQKjaUfqDo12
https://www.facebook.com/pages/ข้าวเส้น-ยายจ่าง/372408606185591
https://goo.gl/maps/CCTFYqkuJvm
https://www.facebook.com/ร้านข้าวเส้นป้าคนธ์-จแม่ฮ่องสอน-1644511568895706/
https://goo.gl/maps/vceauMEz9gH2
https://goo.gl/maps/R4HmiL6P2MC2
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Paew/ส้มตำา แป๋วบ้านดง

Pa Bunsri/ขนมจีนป้าบุญศร

Yay Fong/ผัดไทยยายฟอง

Khun Manee/ข้าวแต๋นคุณมณี

https://www.facebook.com/เจ๊แป๋ว-บ้านดง-ชวนชิม-ส้มตำน้ำเงี้ยวข้าวกั้นจิ้น-844563038986016/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/ขนมจีนป้าบุญศรี/137623532973279
https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/Thai-Restaurant/ร้านผัดไทยยายฟอง-ลำปาง-228344353864135/
https://www.facebook.com/KhaotanKhunmanee/
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Paa Jaang/ร้านข้าวเส้นยายจ่างี

Paa Nii/ป้าณี

Paa Khon/ข้าวเส้นป้าคนธ์

Phen/เพ็ญ

https://www.facebook.com/pages/ข้าวเส้น-ยายจ่าง/372408606185591
https://goo.gl/maps/R4HmiL6P2MC2
https://www.facebook.com/ร้านข้าวเส้นป้าคนธ์-จแม่ฮ่องสอน-1644511568895706/
https://goo.gl/maps/5vUCzbsRbc62
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Phen/เพ็ญ 

Thanon Wiang Mai, Mae Sariang-Maps
+6653 681 765    8:30 a.m.–6 p.m.

One of northern Thailand’s greatest grills, this is where I was taught how to make jin tup, beef that’s 
been marinated in fish sauce, grilled, then thwacked with a hammer—to tenderize it, of course.

Phrae & Nan
Jin Sot/จิ้นสด 

Route 1023, Phrae-Maps
+6654 627 067    9 a.m.–9 p.m.

Unassuming Jin Sot (“Fresh Meat”) is one of the best meat shacks in northern Thailand. Everything is 
above average, but the kaeng awm, a meaty, herbaceous stew, is in a league of its own, and is the basis 
for the recipe in my book.

Boklua View 

Route 1256, Ban Bokluea-Maps
+6654 778 140    7 a.m.–10 p.m.

Just about everything is tasty at this resort-based restaurant, but a highlight is kai thawt makhwaen—
scrawny free-range chicken deep-fried with salt from the local wells and makhwaen, a mouth-numbing 
spice—a dish invented here.

Khanom Jeen Nam Yawy/ขนมจีนน้ำาย้อย 

Mae Lan-Maps
+6654 778 140    7 a.m.–10 p.m.

The owner here claims to have invented the eponymous dish, a dry topping of deep-fried garlic, dried 
chili, and shallots that’s served over the house-made thin rice noodles.

https://goo.gl/maps/5vUCzbsRbc62
https://www.facebook.com/RannKuaJinsod/
https://goo.gl/maps/45vq9JeVzdQ2
http://bokluaview.com/
https://goo.gl/maps/dCGAFrLuAVQ2
https://goo.gl/maps/YAnBAq8fpCP2
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Khanom Sen Paa Net/ขนมเส้นดวงเนตร 

Thanon Muang Daeng, Phrae-Maps
+6685 106 5020   9:30 a.m.–2 p.m.

This long-standing stall serves the local version of khanom sen, an almost clear, overtly porky broth 
studded with tomatoes and served over thin rice noodles.

Provinces  
and Specialties  
of Greater 
Northern  
T hailand

https://goo.gl/maps/AsHsbwzXXi22
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Jin Sot/จิ้นสด

Khanom Jeen Nam Yawy/ขนมจีนน้ำาย้อย

Boklua View

Khanom Sen Paa Net/ขนมเส้นดวงเนตร

https://www.facebook.com/RannKuaJinsod/
https://goo.gl/maps/YAnBAq8fpCP2
http://bokluaview.com/
https://goo.gl/maps/AsHsbwzXXi22


T he Food of Northern T hailand 
is a beautiful deep dive into the regional cuisine of northern Thailand with a 

documentarian’s approach and a photographer’s eye.
 

The food of northern Thailand is a world away from the highly refined, royal court- and 
Chinese-influenced style of cooking in Bangkok—the Thai food that most of us are familiar 

with. It’s a cuisine with its own distinct identity, one that is rustic and earthy, meaty 
and fragrant; one with roots in the Thai repertoire but with branches that extend into 

unfamiliar areas; a cuisine that feels ancient, but is ever evolving.

A writer, photographer, and travel-guide writer, 
Austin Bush has lived in Thailand for nearly 
twenty years. In this book, Bush travels across 
northern Thailand to talk to the region’s home cooks, 
academics, restaurateurs, writers, and hawkers. Their 
recipes and stories, along with Bush’s photographs, 

capture the people, countryside, markets, and of 
course, dishes and cooking techniques of northern 
Thailand. Each of the chapters in the book will focus 
on a single province, giving a snapshot of the dishes, 
staple ingredients, cooking methods, and people 
specific to that area.

a m a z o n  |  b a r n e s  &  n o b l e  |  b o o k s  a  m i l l i o n  |   i n d i e b o u n d

p o w e l l’ s  |  g o o g l e  p l a y  |   a p p l e  b o o k s

austinbushphotography.com          @bushaustin          @austinbushphoto

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/045149749X?tag=randohouseinc7986-20
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/food-of-northern-thailand-austin-bush/1127834033;jsessionid=55892F579D477E9CA96C60C68C697C95.prodny_store01-atgap04?ean=9780451497499&st=AFF&2sid=Random%20House%20Inc_8373827_NA&sourceId=AFFRandom%20House%20Inc#/
http://www.booksamillion.com/p/9780451497499?AID=10876509&PID=8373827&SID=PRHEFFDF5A7F1--9780451497499
https://www.indiebound.org/book/9780451497499?aff=penguinrandom
https://www.powells.com/book/-9780451497499?utm_source=randomhouse&utm_campaign=randomhouse&utm_content=PRHEFFDF5A7F1--9780451497499
https://play.google.com/store/search?q=9780451497505&c=books
https://itunes.apple.com/us/book/id1335221021
https://www.austinbushphotography.com
https://www.instagram.com/bushaustin/?hl=en
http://@austinbushphoto twitter

